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                                                                 RAK Hotspot Miner Weekly Status Update 

                                                                                   December 1st, 2021 

Happy December! 

 
Although the Shipping Table is similar to last week's update, we still have some new information to share 
with you regarding the Finestra Miner shipping, and refunds. See below for more! 
 

 
Refunds:  

Since the start of launching the Special Refund Form on 11/24/21, we have refunded a total of 2,170 
customer orders. Customers who fill out the new Special Refund Form are receiving their refunds 
expeditiously, given there are no informational or settlement errors. If you are waiting on a refund, and have 
yet to fill out the form, please do so HERE.  

Please note, the purpose of the form is because payment processors will not allow refunds to the payment 
method on file if the transaction is >180 days old: "Refunds must be submitted within 180 days of the date 
and time the original transaction was settled. All refunds submitted to the payment gateway after the 180-
day period will be rejected."  

Source: https://account.authorize.net/help/Tools/Virtual_Terminal/Submitting_a_credit_card_refund.htm. 
We need this information to continue to process refunds while preventing fraud. More information at 
http://support.calchipconnect.com/ 

Finestra Shipping: 

The Finestra Miners are shipping within 2-3 days of receiving a successful payment! Our Operations Team 
has been working hard in the warehouse to get these miners to you fast, while still focusing on shipping out 
the RAK Miners in parallel. 

RAK Hotspot Miner Shipping Update: 

The updated RAK Miner November/December Shipping Table is below. In order to provide the most accurate 
shipping estimates, we'll continue to update this chart as needed as we work through shipping out the 
hotspots, batch by batch.  

**Part of our 8K RAK Miner shipment from RAKwireless has arrived and shipping has resumed. Stay tuned 
for an exciting message regarding RAK Miner units and more numbers ahead soon!  

Please see below for the November/December Shipping Table: 

 

https://www.calchipconnect.com/products/finestraminer-united-states
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/manual-refund-form
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/manual-refund-form
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/manual-refund-form
https://account.authorize.net/help/Tools/Virtual_Terminal/Submitting_a_credit_card_refund.htm
http://support.calchipconnect.com/
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       November/December Shipping Table: 

 

 
 

Shipping: 

 
The Shipping Calculator will always contain the most up-to-date shipping information on your order(s). 
Please note that the hotspot orders are shipped out in the same order they were received, however, in order 
to streamline shipping speed, our Fulfillment Team does pick the orders ahead of time based on the quantity 
of hotspots per order. If you have an order within a batch that is marked as completed and have not yet 
received a shipping notification, please enter support tickets here: CalChip Connect Support Ticket 
  
Please make sure you're entering your order number correctly when utilizing the Shipping Calculator! It's 
very important to pay close attention to the number of digits that are in your order number versus how 
many digits are shown on the Shipping Table. 
 
 

https://calchipconnect.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=MzcxsLC0NDAztzQwBwA&sseid=MzI2MzOxtLQwMQYA&jobid=ea210d03-74f1-4590-b7f7-9e31845711de
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/rak-hotspot-miner-shipping-calculator
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Shipping Batches: 

 
 
Lion/Monkey/Numbat: 
 
Complete. 

Orca and Panda: 

Complete. 

Quail and Raccoon: 

Complete. 

Squirrel: 

Complete. 

Turtle and Unicorn: 

Complete. 

Velociraptor and Walrus: 

Complete. 

Xenops and Yak: 

U.S. Xenops is complete, and EU Xenops is in progress U.S. Yak is in progress and EU Yak is estimated to start 
shipping by the end of Q4, 2021.  

Zebra Through Jabba the Hutt: 

Estimated to all be shipped before or by Q2, 2022. We'll share more information on the estimated shipping 
timelines for these batches as we gain more concrete supplier information. 

We are grateful for the ongoing patience and support from our valued community members. Stay tuned for 
next week's status update! 

 

With appreciation, 

The CalChip Connect Team 


